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General aviation accidents and fatalities have 
been declining, but there is still room for im- 
provement, particularly in preventing pleasure- 
flying accidents. Lack of inspectors or failure 
to use them more efficiently has resulted in 
deficiencies in certain inspection and monitor- 
ing activities and educational efforts aimed at 
pleasure flyers and others. 

The Federal Aviation Administration has 
recognized its staffing problems and has 
recently hired additional inspectors. It also 
plans to use office automation equipment to 
increase inspector productivity. GAO could 
not determine if these steps will solve FAA’s 
staffing problems because FAA has not ade- 
quately identified its specific staffing needs or 
the extent to which the automation equipment 
will increase productivity. 

To adequately determine its staffing needs, 
FAA should develop a work force planning 
process based on district office objectives, 
work tasks, and up-to-date staffing standards. 
GAO also recommends other ways to im-. 
prove district office operations. 
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UNITED STATESGENERALACCOUNTING OFFICE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548 

COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT DIVISION 

B--203586 

The Honorable Drew Lewis 
The Secretary of Transportation 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

This report addresses ways in which FAA can improve the 
operation of its general. aviation district offices. We made 
this review as part of our continuing effort to examine Federal 
activities to develop safe and efficient air transportation. 

We discussed our specific conclusions and recommendations 
with appropriate FAA headquarters officials, and their comments 
were considered in preparing the final report. 

The report contains recommendations to you on pages 21, 29, 
37, and 43. As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorgan- 
ization Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to 
submit a written statement on actions taken on our recommenda- 
tions to the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs and the 
House Committee on Government Operations not later than 60 days 
after the date of the report and to the House and Senate Com- 
mittees on Appropriations with the agencies first request for 
appropriations made more than 60 days after the date of the 
report. 

We are sending copies of this report to the four committees 
mentioned above; congressional committees interested in air 
transportation; the Director, Office of Management and Budget; 
and other interested parties. 

We appreciate the cooperation and courtesy of FAA’s staff 
during our review. 

Sincerely yours, 

Director 





GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE THE FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION 
REPORT TO THE SECRETARY CAN IMPROVE THE OPERATION OF ITS 
OF TRANSPORTATION GENERAL AVIATION DISTRICT OFFICES 

DIGEST ------ 

The Fede- 1 Aviation Administration (FAA) 
credits its general aviation district 
office activities with contributing to a 
declining trend in the number of general 
aviation accidents and fatalities. FAA 
could be even more effective, particularly 
in preventing pleasure-flying accidents, 
and at the same time improve efficiency 
if it would make several improvements in 
how it operates its 84 general aviation 
district offices. GAO's review of the oper- 
ation of nine such offices in three differ- 
ent FAA regions showed that FAA needs to 

--better plan for and manage its work 
force devoted to general aviation 
district offices; 

--better monitor private pilot train- 
ing t licensing, and continued pilot 
proficiency; 

-make certain improvements to its 
accident prevention program; and 

--exercise stronger controls over 
aircraft rentals. 

BETTER WORK FORCE PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT NEEDED 

Between 1972 and 1980 FAA's general aviation 
licensing, inspection, and other responsibili- 
ties grew while the number of staff devoted to 
enforcing increasingly complex safety regulations 
remained relatively unchanged. Delegating cer- 
tain licensing functions to private examiners and 
giving district office managers more flexibility 
in scheduling work has helped FAA carry out its 
increasing workload but has not been enough to 
prevent deficiencies in certain monitoring and 
inspection activities. Timely service to the 
public has also suffered. For example, in 1980 
one district chief reported that his office 
was unable to, among other things, investigate 
suspected illegal operators, inspect several 
repair stations, license new air taxi companies 
promptly, or adequately monitor designated pilot 
examiners or instructors. (Ch. 3 of this 
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report specifically addresses the need for 
improved controls over designated pilot 
examiners and instructors.) 

The National Transportation Safety Board and 
many FAA officials have warned that in- 
sufficient staff to conduct monitoring and 
inspections can eventually lead to increased 
accidents. 

FAA has recognized that some of its short- 
comings are caused by staff shortages and has 
hired more inspectors. Additional district 
office staff positions (127) were provided in 
fiscal year 1980 and 1981. (These increases, 
however, may be subject to administration bud- 
yet cuts in fiscal year 1982.) FAA also intends 
to use dictation, word processing, and other 
automation equipment to increase productivity 
by the equivalent of 196 inspector positions. 

GAO.could not determine if these actions will solve 
FAA's staffing problems because FAA does not have 
a workable system for evaluating staff needs, nor 
has it thoroughly assessed the benefits of using 
the new equipment. FAA needs to demonstrate that 
the new office equipment will actually produce the 
projected productivity increases, and it needs to 
develop a work force planning process designed 
to tie district office responsibilities and work 
tasks to staff needs. FAA plans to take action 
on both of these matters. 

Staff shortages, as well as lack of funds or FAA's 
slowness to act, have caused other problems. These 
include missed opportunities to streamline or dele- 
gate more work functions, lack of regional eval- 
uations of district office performance, and lack 
of specific job-related management training for 
district office managers. (See p. 7.) 

BETTER MONITORING HEEDED OVER 
PRIVATE PILOT TRAINING, LICENSING, 
AND CONTINUED PILOT PROFICIENCY 

FAA has continually .delegated to the industry more 
and more responsibility for private pilot training, 
licensing, and continued pilot proficiency. Dele- 
gation, if monitored and controlled properly, can 
reduce FAA's workload, but because of staff short- 
ages and higher priorities, FAA has not exercised 
enough control over non-FAA flight instructors 
and designated pilot examiners--key individuals in 
the training, licensing, and continued pilot pro- 
ficiency process. 
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Pleasure flyers have an accident rate almost 
twice as high as the average general aviation 
rate. The effectiveness of the biennial flight 
review, a requirement directed at ensuring con- 
tinuing pilot proficiency, has been hampered by 
a lack of spec,ific regulations governing minimum 
content of the review. FAA has so far relied on 
voluntary compliance with suggested review 
content. 

In some violation cases, FAA field offices 
could substitute additional training for 
sanctions-- particularly for inexperienced pilots-- 
but so far has not exercised this option. This is 
generally because the option is new and, so far, 
specific guidelines are lacking on how to use it. 

Making improvements in the above areas may in 
some cases require more staff. Increased pro- 
ductivity from the planned district office auto- 
mation program (if actually experienced) or 
implementing other work-saving measures (see 
P* 16) may help meet this staffing need. In 
any case, FAA's work force planning process 
should recognize improvements needed in pri- 
vate pilot training, licensing, and continued 
pilot proficiency. (See p. 22.) 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION PROGRAM 
NEEDS IMPROVEMENTS 

FAA'S Accident Prevention Program is a volun- 
tary educational program aimed at general avi- 
ation pilots. It enjoys wide industry support. 
The program, however, could be improved through 
better planning and more aggressive and timely 
efforts to counsel pilots exhibiting weaknesses: 
for example , pilots who require flight assists 
from air traffic control because of being lost, 
low on fuel, or other reasons. 

District offices also need to more closely 
follow program directives by assessing the need 
to appoint more volunteer counselors, encourag- 
ing the development of individual private avi- 
ation group accident prevention programs, and by 
promoting and following up on safety improvement 
reports submitted by the public. 

Although generally agreeing with the need to make 
these improvements, district office accident pre- 
vention specialists told GAO that they are over- 
burdened with other work. Again, office automa- 
tion and using other work-saving measures may help, 
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but GAO also believes that lack of importance 
attached to these duties by accident preven- 
tion specialists is also a factor. (See p. 30.) 

MORE CONTROLS NEEDED OVER 
THE AIRCRAFT RENTAL PROGRAM 

FAA authorizes its inspectors to rent air- 
craft to maintain their flying proficiency 
and for transportation. However, vague 
guidelines may lead to rental aircraft mis- 
use. Several cases of aircraft rentals for 
apparently personal use have occurred. A 
larger problem than misuse may be poor air- 
craft selection. There were times, for 
example, when a less expensive single-engine 
aircraft may have been adequate, but inspec- 
tors, apparently for personal preference in 
some cases, chose more expensive twin-engine 
aircraft. In one region, almost 50 percent of 
all rentals were twin-engine aircraft. Com- 
petitive contracts for aircraft rentals in 
some cases could result in lower cost or more 
available flying time. FAA was unable to 
adequately explain why this possibility was 
not fully explored. Stronger controls in the 
form of specific guidelines are needed to pre- 
vent abuse, minimize costs, and maximize the 
benefits of the aircraft rental program. FAA 
recognizes some of these problems and is 
revising its directive governing aircraft 
rentals. (See p. 38.) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

GAO recommends that FAA develop a work force 
planning process based on district office 
objectives, work tasks, and up-to-date staff- 
ing standards. GAO also makes several other 
recommendations aimed at improving district 
office operations. These recommendations 
appear on pages 21, 29, 37, and 43 of this 
report. 
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GLOSSARY 

Aircraft type rating An addition to a basic pilot 
license that is required before a 
pilot can act as "pilot in command" 
on certain large or sophisticated 
'aircraft. 

Airmen 

Check pilot 

Pilot examiner 

Pilots, mechanics, and others involved 
with maintaining or operating aircraft. 

Non-FAA pilots authorized by FAA to 
administer required proficiency 
checks for air taxi/commuter pilots. 

Non-FAA pilots authorized by FAA to 
conduct ground and flight tests for 
various pilot licenses or aircraft 
type ratings. 





CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended (49 U.S.C. 14211, 
charges the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) with promoting 
air safety by prencribing minimum standards for the design, pro- 
duction, and maintenance of aircraft; setting qualification 
requirements for airmen (pilots, mechanics, and others); and con- 
tinued monitoring and inspection of aircraft and airmen to assure 
compliance with established standards and requirements. 

To fulfill this mandate, FAA has established three types of 
offices. These are: 

--Eighteen engineering and manufacturing district 
offices to oversee the design and production of air 
carrier and general aviation aircraft. 

--Eighteen air carrier district offices to ensure that 
air carrier licensed airmen are initially qualified 
and that they maintain their proficiency and that 
air carrier aircraft are maintained properly. 

--Eighty-four general aviation district offices (GADOs) 
to ensure that general aviation licensed airmen are 
initially qualified and maintain proficiency and that 
general aviation aircraft are maintained properly. lJ 

All of these district offices report to one of 11 FAA regional 
offices. This report deals mostly with GADOs. 

In fiscal year 1980 FAA spent about $39 million on GAD0 
operations, which employed about 1,030 technical and 276 clerical 
employees. 

WHAT IS GENERAL AVIATION? 

General aviation, as defined by FAA, encompasses a wide 
variety of aviation activities. It includes all facets of avi- 
ation, except air carrier and military-related operations and 
certain large aircraft commercial operations. Air taxi/commuter 
operations, 2/ corporate/executive operators, business flying, 
instructional activities, aerial application (crop dusting), and 
pleasure (personal) flying are all included under the general 
aviation category. 

L/Twenty of the 84 GADOs also perform air carrier functions. 

Z/Air taxi operators provide air service on a demand basis. 
Commuters are air taxis that provide a certain number of 
scheduled flights per week. 
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SAFETY RECORD COULD BE IMPROVED 

Although the general aviation accident record has, for the 
most part, been steadily improving, there is still room for even 
better performance 
aviation. 

, particularly for certain segments of general 
The following chart shows that between 1972 and 1976 

the number of general aviation accidents and fatalities remained 
fairly steady or declined slightly. Both the number of accidents 
and fatalities increased in 1977 and again in 1978, but this 
trend was reversed with declines in both 1979 and 1980. FAA 
attributes these declines in part to its GAD0 activities. 
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Source: National Transportation Safety Board. 

An analysis of the different categories that make up gen- 
eral aviation shows very little variance over time as to which 
category has had more accidents. Pleasure flying has consistent- 
ly had the highest, followed by aerial application, instruc- 
tional, air taxi/commuter, business, and corporate/executive. 
The following chart depicts the accident rate per 100,000 flying 
hours for each general aviation segment. The number of accidents 
are included in parentheses. 
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Each year? pleasure flying accounts for about half the 
total number of general aviation accidents. In addition, pleas- 
ure flying has consistently had the highest accident rate, about 
twice as high as the overall general aviation rate, and in 1980 
this rate was more than eight times higher than the corporate/ 
executive rate. 

FAA has no established criteria that spell out what acci- 
dent rate is acceptable or unacceptable for any flying category. 
However, a 1979 study of problems facing general aviation safety, 
prepared for the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association's (AOPA's) 
Air Safety Foundation, reported that general aviation may expect 
to make only 1,000 trips before a fatality occurs, compared with 
10,000 trips for the automobile and 200,000 trips for domestic 
air carriers. The report noted that inherent operational differ- 
ences lead to some difference in rates, but it stated that, 

"There does not appear to be sufficient reason, on 
balance, to justify the order of magnitude difference 
in fatality rates that exist." 

The report also stated: 

Ir* * * based on 'common sense' comparisons, it is 
submitted that the current general aviation accident 
rates are not satisfactory." 

The report suggests that pleasure flyers in particular be 
targeted for additional safety efforts. 

GAD0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

In pursuing air safety, GADOs perform a wide range of 
functions, including accident investigation, airmen testing and 
licensing, air taxi/commuter licensing, airmen and aircraft 
compliance monitoring and inspections, investigation of public 
complaints and violations of Federal Aviation Regulations, 
enforcement actions against violators, and accident prevention 
educational activities. Most GADOs are organized with several 
inspectors reporting to either an airworthiness or operations 
unit chief, both of which in turn report to a district office 
chief. Airworthiness inspectors generally deal with matters 
related to aircraft maintenance, while operations inspectors 
generally deal with pilots and the operation of aircraft. 
Accident prevention specialists usually report directly to the 
district office chief and are responsible for promoting safety 
through continuing airmen education. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

We reviewed the operation of GADOs to determine how well 
staff and other resources are managed and to identify any 
improvements in the various activities and work functions that 
could increase effectiveness or efficiency. Our preliminary 
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work covered the entire scope of GAD0 operations, but our 
detailed review focused on 

--work force planning and management: 

--private pilot training, licensing, and 
continued proficiency testing; 

--safety educational efforts (the Accident 
Prevention Program): and 

--aircraft rental activities. 

Because a large percentage of aircraft accidents are attributed 
to pilot error, we concentrated more on operations-related work 
functions than airworthiness (aircraft maintenance) functions. 
We also concentrated on those FAA activities aimed at pleasure 
flyers. 

To achieve a broad perspective, we selected nine GADOs 
for detailed review, three in each of FAA's New England 
(Portland, Maine, and Norwood and Westfield, Massachusetts); 
Southern (Atlanta, Georgia, and St. Petersburg and Miami, 
Florida); and Western (Long Beach, San Diego, and Van Nuys, 
California) Regions. Our selection of the nine offices was 
also based on differing workload levels. We used three sepa- 
rate audit teams, one for each FAA region visited. We also 
visited one Eastern Region GAD0 (Baltimore, Maryland) where we 
reviewed selected activities. Our field work was completed in 
January 1981. 

We relied heavily on interviews with GAD0 chiefs, their air- 
worthiness and operations unit chiefs, and to a lesser extent 
line inspectors. We reviewed, in detail, GAD0 files related to 
budgeting and work scheduling: monitoring of private pilots, 
instructors, and pilot examiners; the Accident Prevention Pro- 
gram; and aircraft rentals. We considered but rejected using 
structured interviews and questionnaires because of the large 
amount of freedom given to GAD0 chiefs in discharging assigned 
responsibilities. Our teams did use a common audit program 
designed to obtain information that could be compared and ana- 
lyzed. 

We are reasonably certain that the problems we identified 
are widespread because, in addition to our work at specific 
districts, we discussed each problem area with FAA regional 
fliyht standards division chiefs and their staffs and Washington 
headquarters aviation standards office and division heads and 
their staffs. 

We also contacted officials at FAA's Aeronautical Center in 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; the National Transportation Safety Board 
(NT= 1 I in Washington, D.C.; and various outside user/interest 
groups, including AOPA, the General Aviation Manufacturers 
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Association, Commuter Airline Association of America, Society 
of Airmen Flight Examiners, and others. 

The information we gathered from interviews and records is 
combined in what we judge to be an accurate narrative descrip- 
tion of some of the current problems relating to GAD0 activities. 
We discussed our review with officials at the Department of 
Transportation's (DOT's) Office of Inspector General and FAA's 
program review staff, and in several instances, we used their 
work in specific areas to aid our own analyses. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NEED FOR BETTER 

WORK FORCE PLANNING 

AND MANAGEMENT 

Between 1972 and 1980 general aviation grew while the 
number of FAA staff devoted to enforcing increasingly complex 
aviation regulations remained relatively unchanged. Giving 
GAD0 managers more flexibility in scheduling work and delegating 
certain work functions to non-FAA individuals has helped, but 
these actions have not prevented deficiencies, in certain monitor- 
ing and inspection activities. Timely service to the public has 
also suffered. NTSB and many FAA officials believe that the lack 
of sufficient staff to conduct necessary monitoring and inspec- 
tion activities may ultimately lead to increased general aviation 
accidents. 

Recognizing that GADOs have not been able to cope with 
increasing workloads, FAA hired additional inspectors in both 
fiscal years 1980 and 1981. FAA also plans to obtain dictation 
and word processing equipment, which it believes will result in 
increased GAD0 productivity. 

We could not determine if these actions will solve FAA's 
staffing problem because FAA does not have a workable system for 
evaluating the amount of staff it needs nor has it thoroughly 
assessed the benefits of using the new equipment. 

Staff shortages, as well as lack of funds or FAA's slowness 
to act have caused other problems. These include missed oppor- 
tunities to streamline or delegate more work functions, lack of 
FAA regional office evaluation of GAD0 performance, and the lack 
of specific job related management training for GAD0 managers. 

GADOs ARE UNABLE TO COPE 
WITH RISING WORKLOADS 

The steady growth in general aviation coupled with the 
enforcement of increasingly complex safety regulations has 
resulted in deficiencies in certain monitoring and inspection .: 
activities and less timely service to the public. The following 
FAA data shows how selected segments of general aviation have, 
for the most part, continued to grow between 1972 and 1980 while 
FAA staff positions at GADOs have remained relatively unchanged. 
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Pilot 
examiners 

Hechanic 
examiners 

Actife 
pilots 

Flight 
instmc- 

r4cgL 
airmen 

Rapair 
staticms 

Selected 
Aviation Envirornnent 

1972 - 1980 

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 -- - - - - - - - 

d 1,475 1,341 1,427 1,494 1,494 1,699 1,831 1,726 

461 468 472 501 538 577 618 607 607 

750,800 714,600 714,600 733,700 728,200 744,200 783,900 798,800 848,400 

' 37,858 36,795 42,410 44,777 46,236 49,362 52,201 55,183 58,165 

315,300 304,700 314,300 323,900 334,600 348,500 362,300 390,000 403,800 

2,698 2,735 2,918 3,071 3,210 3,457 3,553 3,699 3,846 

g/Data not avilable for this year. 

General Aviation 
District Office Authorized Positions 

1972 - 1980 

June June June June June Sept. Sept. Sept. Sept. 
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 -------- 

Office Chiefs 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 
Operations 

Inspectors 493 519 525 511 537 524 540 551 577 
AiKWKthiWNS 

Inspectors 378 383 394 389 372 345 351 346 370 
Clerical 295 299 300 296 295 302 302 276 276 --- - - - - - 

Twal 1,250 1,285 1,303 1,280 1,288 1,255 1,277 1,257 1,307 
-~~~~~~~~ 

FAA’s reaction to 
increasinq workloads 

FAA has historically tried to deal with increasing work- 
loads in a variety of ways, including delegating numerous func- 
tions to industry, and by requiring fewer mandatory inspections. 
For example, more and more testing for pilots and mechanic 
licenses has been delegated to non-FAA pilot and mechanic 
examiners. These examiners charge applicants a fee for this ser- 
vice. (See ch. 3 for a discussion on pilot examiners.) In 
addition, the administration of written tests for various airmen 
licenses has been delegated in many cases to private written 
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examiners. A recent FAA directive now j'crmits delegatincj air- 
show monitoring and home-built aircraft annual recertification. 

In addition to dclcyatiny work functions, FAA has cIeL~:tc:d 
most requirements for how often operators must tx! inspected. 
It now allows GAI'IO managers to schedule inspections where 
and when they belleve they are needed most. 

Savings from these measures has been offset to some 
extent by industry's use of more sophisticated aviation equip- 
ment, increased air taxi operator applications and operator 
turnover due to airline deregulation, and enforcing more com- 
plex safety regulations such as new air taxi/commuter rules. 

Work left undone 

Despite FAA's efforts to deal with increasing workloads, the 
GADOs we visited have generally been unable to conduct needed 
monitoring or inspections of pilot schools, repair stations, 
designated examiners and others. Much of their available re- 
sources has gone to certifying and monitoring commuter operators. 
FAA believes this emphasis will result in lower accident rates 
for these operators. Most of the GAD0 managers that we inter- 
viewed, however, were frustrated because staffing levels have 
not kept pace with workload. They told us that they are often 
forced to respond to "demand work," such as new operator licen- 
sing and routine accident investigations, while potentially more 
important monitoring and inspection work goes undone. For 
example, one GAD0 chief listed the following deficiencies, among 
others, in his district as of October 1980. He attributes these 
deficiencies to lack of staff. 

--Air taxi/commuter operators suspected of operating 
without an FAA license have not been investigated. 
The Yellow Pages contain advertisements for 24 
operators who have not shown compliance with FAA 
safety requirements. 

--At least 99 of the 190 licensed repair stations in 
the district have not received a formal inspection 
in the past year. Eleven have not been inspected 
in the past 2 years. Lack of inspections could 
result in unapproved equipment reaching the aviation 
public. 

--Work-site surveillance of 22 designated mechanic 
examiners has been minimal. 

--Public service activities such as processing new air 
taxi operator licenses and pilot licenses have been 
slow, causing backlogs. 

--Lack of indepth pilot school inspections causes 
inspectors to rely on record reviews, which are 
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no more than an evaluation of the school's adminis- 
trative performance. 

--Pilot examiner monitoring has not been adequate. 

--Flight instructor performance has not been adequately 
monitored. 

The last two deficiencies closely relate to private pilot train- 
ing, licensing, and continued pilot proficiency. These areas 
are reviewed in detail in chapter 3. Because of these deficien- 
cies, this GAD0 chief believes his office is often reacting 
to rather than preventing problems. Our interviews at each of 
the other eight GADOs visited, along with detailed reviews of 
office records, indicate that these GADOs have the same or simi- 
lar deficiencies. Even when inspections are conducted, we found 
that some GADOs do not always take the time to adequately follow 
up on problem areas or document followup actions. For example, 
one GAD0 inspected a commuter aircraft and found 10 problems 
ranging from loose flight control components to inadequate air- 
craft records. FAA provided its findings to the aircraft operator 
but made no effort to ensure that the problems were corrected. 
Another GAD0 chief told us that his office does not have enough 
staff to thoroughly perform and document all followup actions. 

NTSB, which investigates certain aircraft accidents, has ad- 
dressed FAA's staffing problems in some of its recommendations to 
FAA. Since at least 1972 the Board has repeatedly criticized FAA 
for not providing staff resources necessary to assure adequate 
monitoring and inspection of general aviation operators. In a 
July 1980 special study on commuter safety, the Board found that 
increased commuter-related workload has caused GADOs to reduce 
efforts in other critical safety areas and that general aviation 
inspectors generally have an unreasonably heavy workload, which 
can result in derogation of safety. The Board said that FAA 
should measure its continuing staffing needs. 

ADEQUACY OF RECENT STAFF 
INCREASES UNKNOWN 

The chief, plans and budget branch, program management staff, 
headquarters Aviation Standards, told us that in 1979 field 
offices identified a need for 290 additional staff positions 
to handle increased workloads. In fiscal years 1980 and 1981, a 
total of 127 new positions were provided to the field. These 
positions were being filled when we completed our field work. 
FAA headquarters officials could not provide us with any documents 
supporting how the 127 position increase was finally selected. 
Further, the timing of the increases is questionable. Despite 
an August 1976 internal report that found general aviation activ- 
ities badly in need of additional staff and a 1977 internal FAA 
memo forecasting increased workload due to airline deregulation 
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begun in 1978, FAA at that time maintained that no additional 
staff would be required. It was not until fiscal year 1980, 
after recognizing that some segments of general aviation could 
be neglected without additional staff, that FAA transferred 50 
new positions to the field, followed by an additional 77 posi- 
tions in fiscal year 1981. None of these positions, however, 
were received by GADOs in time to help with recertifying air 
taxi/commuter operators under new safety rules (implemented be- 
tween January and November 1979) or much of the critical monitor- 
ing and inspection of those operators during initial operation 
under the new rules. The revised rules require higher more com- 
plex standards for operator management personnel, training 
programs, aircraft maintenance, and flight checks, which demand 
additional FAA inspection requirements. In any event, the posi- 
tion gains in fiscal years 1980 and 1981 are now threatened by 
proposed administration cut backs in fiscal year 1982. 

Although throughout this report we note deficiencies related 
to staff shortages in certain monitoring and inspection respon- 
sibilities, we were unable to assess the adequacy of the GAD0 
staff increases because FAA has not defined its actual staff 
needs. FAA needs a work force planning process designed to fore- 
cast, justify, and supply staff needs promptly. Such a process 
may have been helpful in view of the potential cutbacks. We 
address this need in detail starting on page 13. 

INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY FROM DISTRICT 
OFFICE MODERNIZATION PROGRAM NEEDS 
TO BE DEMONSTRATED 

FAA plans to use dictating, word processing, and other 
office equipment to cut paper work and free up GAD0 inspectors 
for more important safety work. Office automation can be bene- 
ficial, but FAA has not demonstrated that the new equipment will 
actually result in any productivity increases. A June 1980 eval- 
uation states that the modernization project addresses rl* * * 
serious workload problems that exist in field offices throughout 
the country due to staffing constraints coupled with increased 
aviation activity." Over 160 locations will receive all or 
part of the new equipment, at a total cost of about $5.5 million. 
The cost includes equipment, associated software, and training. 
FAA expects to free up for more critical safety work the equiva- 
lent of 196 inspector positions by using the equipment. 

FAA requires that the use of word processing equipment 
(which can include dictation, automatic typing, video-display, 
shared-logic, and other equipment) be supported by a feasibility 
study that compares the costs and benefits of the current and 
proposed systems. Associated costs and savings attributable to 
both clerical and nonclerical activities are to be considered. 

FAA's analysis supporting the district office modernization 
program shows a national annual cost savings of more than $7 
million using leased equipment or $8.3 million using purchased 
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equipment (after purchase costs). We have the following concerns 
about FAA's analysis. 

--About 98 percent of the savings is attributable to 
inspector use of dictation equipment. There is no 
analysis of clerical-related costs and benefits 
from using the word processors. FAA's evaluation 
indicates that word processors, rather than the 
electric typewriters currently used, would be 
needed to transcribe the dictation, but no analy- 
sis is available showing why. 

--FAA's evaluation indicates that word processors 
should be able to do more than simple text editing. 
They should be able to store information in data 
bases, retrieve the data using up to five qualifiers, 
and process and display the data in various formats. 
While there are obvious benefits in having this capac- 
ity, no cost and benefit analysis exists to support 
this feature. 

--FAA's evaluation indicates that regional and district 
offices should be linked together electronically to 
speed up communication of management-related infor- 
mation. FAA demonstrated that sample regional 
management inquiries (such as what weather-related 
accidents happened during January and February by 
pilot's name, date of birth, and registered owner 
of the aircraft) can be retrieved and transmitted 
from 9 to 65 times faster using the new equipment, 
but there is no analysis showing why management 
needs this speed. 

The dictation cost savings are also questionable. These 
savings are based on the assumption that dictation is four times 
faster than longhand. FAA measured the number of documents each 
inspector produced at four locations over a 2-week period and 
then calculated that its inspectors (average grade GS-13) would 
save $5.43 per page produced using dictation, or more than $7 
million annually. However, a good deal of inspector work deals 
with forms rather than narrative, and how much FAA will actually 
save is unclear. Savings may not be as great using forms. 

FAA could have measured its actual savings using before 
and after measurements at four district office test sites 
where different vendor equipment and FAA procedures were tested, 
but this was not part of the test program. FAA headquarters 
officials responsible for the project said that some initial 
feasibility measurements were taken but agreed that before and 
after productivity measurements would have been helpful. Lack 
of time prevented such analysis. 

FAA headquarters officials in charge of the program told 
us that the test program and project evaluation performed for 
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GADOs also justifies installing all or part of: the equipment 
in 18 air carrier district offices, 18 engineering and manufac- 
turing district offices, and 32 civil aviation security field 
offices. We believe, however, that the work performed in these 
other types of district offices, while similar to work performed 
in GAD0 in some respects, is dissimilar in many others, such as 
the nature and volume of inspection and other monitoring activ- 
ities. Therefore, we believe separate feasibility studies 
are needed before the equipment is installed in these other 
offices. 

The same FAA headquarters program officials agreed that 
the project evaluation has weaknesses and that the evaluation 
may not be adequate to support purchasing the equipment for 
other types of district offices. However, they intend to lease 
single-vendor, standardized equipment at a limited number of 
locations for 1 year before making a purchase commitment and 
beginning nationwide implementation. The leased equipment will 
be placed in each of the various types of district offices and 
then evaluated. At the completion of our review, FAA was 
developing evaluation criteria. We believe the evaluation should 
include before and after installation productivity measurements 
that identify FAA's actual savings. In addition, before nation- 
wide implementation, each equipment feature needs to be justified 
based on its cost and the benefits it provides. 

BETTER METHODS NEEDED TO BUDGET 
FOR AND MANAGE GAD0 STAFF 

Recent staff increases and using new office equipment (if it 
results in increased productivity) may alleviate the immediate 
GAD0 workload problems, but successfully balancing staff and 
workload on a continuing basis requires better budgeting for 
and management of GAD0 staff. Effective work force budgeting 
includes carefully analyzing objectives, work tasks, and associ- 
ated staff requirements. Effective work force management in- 
cludes the flexibility to change or delete work tasks whenever 
appropriate, as well as the ability to conduct independent of- 
fice evaluations to identify needed changes. Finally, if effec- 
tive work force budgeting and management is to be a reality, 
managers must be given adequate training in both areas. FAA 
needs to make improvements at GADOs in each of these areas. 
More specifically, FAA needs to 

--develop a work force planning process that includes 
setting objectives, identifying needed work tasks, 
and using staffing standards to translate work tasks 
into staffing requirements: 

--take full advantage of potential work saving measures 
(such as delegating additional responsibilities); 

--conduct more independent evaluations of GAD0 perfor- 
mance; and 
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--provide GAD0 managers with more specific ,Jb-related 
management training. 

Each area is discussed below. 

Need for work force planning process 

In our report entitled "Federal Work Force Planning: Time 
for Renewed Emphasis" (FPCD-81-4, Dec. 30, 1980), we point out 
that work force planning includes, among other things, (1) 
identifying objectives, (2) identifying tasks to be performed 
to achieve objectives, and (3) developing staffing standards 
upon which to project work force requirements. 

Identifying objectives 

FAA's "Managing a GADO" guide suggests that because prob- 
lems facing GADOs vary widely, objectives should be tailored to 
each office's specific needs. The guide states that objectives 
should generally be observable, measurable, realistic, achiev- 
able, and results oriented. The following examples are provided 
in the guide. 

--Reduce the accident rate for agricultural operators 
by X percent by September. 

--Reduce the average time it takes to license an air- 
taxi operator. 

--Reduce the cost of hours devoted to specific types 
of inspections. 

The GADOs we visited had few such specific safety, public 
service, or administrative objectives. Some offices had an 
overall general aviation accident reduction objective such as 
5 percent, but structuring work tasks against such a broad and 
general objective is difficult. Pleasure flying, for example, 
may have a high accident rate while corporate flying is virtually 
accident free. In addition, each of the GADOs tries to complete 
certain tasks, such as accident investigations, within certain 
time frames, but no analysis or reporting is made showing how 
successful they are. GADOs have reported certain work activ- 
ities under very broad categories, such as the number of opera- 
tor licenses and inspections accomplished, but these reports 
are activity rather than objective oriented. For example, these 
reports contain information on the number of air taxi companies 
licensed to operate, but not the time or cost involved in issu- 
ing such licenses. 

Three GAD0 managers told us that setting specific objec- 
tives would be useless because they do not have enough staff 
to achieve them. We believe that without measures showing per- 
formance against objectives, FAA or independent evaluators have 
difficulty making any judgments about the amount of staff 
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and other resources devoted or methods employed. We believe 
that a clear statement of what is to be achieved in terms of 
safety, public service, and administrative performance is neces- 
sary before sound decisions on staffing levels can be made. 
When we completed our field work, FAA was establishing merit 
pay objectives for GAD0 chiefs, which FAA officials told us will 
include measurable, results-oriented objectives. 

Identifying work tasks 

The nature of GAD0 work tasks can generally be divided into 
two categories --demand work (includes accident investigation, 
operator licensing, and administrative work) and self-initiated 
monitoring and inspections (includes most types of operator moni- 
toring). FAA's "Managing a GADO" guide suggests that both types 
of work tasks can be estimated and planned. For the latter cate- 
gory r FAA directives require that individual inspection plans be 
developed for each operator, facility, or person requiring FAA 
monitoring. GAD0 managers are to vary the frequency of inspec- 
tions by targeting them to operators who need them most. The 
work plan can be used as a day-to-day scheduling and work track- 
ing tool. 

We found that almost no planning is done for demand work and 
very little planning is done for monitoring and inspection work. 
In addition, most of the monitoring and inspection plans that we 
reviewed showed no evidence that judgment is being used in sched- 
uling inspection frequencies. For example, each operator, facil- 
ity, or individual within a category was programed for the same 
amount of attention. One GAD0 manager told us that he has not 
been able to devote enough time to planning responsibilities, 
and in any event, he does not have adequate staff to accomplish 
what the work plans would require. Each of the other eight GAD0 
chiefs voiced similar views, and most complained that demand work 
is so heavy that it drains attention away from needed monitoring 
and inspection. 

We believe that work plans setting out what tasks are to be 
performed to reach stated objectives are essential to successful 
staff planning and position justification. Failure to accomplish 
the plans does not negate their usefulness. Instead, it may 
point to a need for more staff or more effective ways of doing 
work tasks. Work plans also enable managers to monitor progress 
in accomplishing work tasks. 

Staffing standards ' 

FAA Order 1380.34, "FAA Staffing Standards Program," dated 
December 17, 1974, states that the Office of Management and Bud- 
get and DOT require that staffing requests be supported by staff- 
ing standards. The order states that staffing standards should 
provide for acceptable work quality and should be kept current 
through continuous and periodic evaluation. 
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The staffing standards for GADOs were last updated in 1974. 
These standards were developed assuming that the number and type 
of work tasks performed in 1974 were correct. A numerical 
relationship was drawn between the number of various general avi- 
ation segments and staffing levels in 1974. FAA anticipated that 
future growth in general aviation would generate the need for 
increases in staffing. 

This approach has several problems. First, FAA made no 
attempt in 1974 to measure what work tasks should be accomplished 
to meet stated objectives. Second, even if 1974 work tasks were 
appropriate, many changes have occurred in required work tasks 
since then because of increased work delegation, the addition of 
more complex safety rules to enforce, and other changes. Third, 
even small errors in GAD0 forecasts of general aviation growth 
have produced large errors when combined on a national basis, 
thus affecting the staffing analysis. Fourth, weights assigned to 
various general aviation segments and the segments themselves do 
not always reflect actual workload. For example, no weight is 
given for air taxi operator turnover, which significantly affects 
workload. 

FAA headquarters branch chiefs recognize these problems and 
intend to revise the existing standards. We believe a need 
exists to base staffing standards on established objectives, 
identified work tasks, and how long it will take to accomplish 
each work task. FAA's Western Region is currently developing a 
management information system designed, among other things, to 
measure how much time is required to accomplish each of a possi- 
ble 190 identified work tasks. We believe this data would be 
useful in developing staffing standards. 

Potential work-saving 
measures overlooked 

FAA has conducted several studies to find ways for GADOs to 
cope with general aviation's continuing growth. These studies 
usually made recommendations aimed at either increasing staff,, 
using work-saving measures, or both. FAA has successfully imple- 
mented many of the recommended work-saving measures, but its 
record on implementing others has not been as good. For example, 
in January 1979 FAA headquarters asked the regional and district 
offices to recommend ways to improve efficiency and effective- 
ness. The district office modernization program discussed on 
page 11 was a major result of this effort. Other responses, how- 
ever, dealt with several work-saving measures that have either 
not been implemented or whose implementation has been slow. 
The following examples illustrate this point. 

--Deleyatiny acrobatic competency reviews. 
Before acrobatic pilots can perform at air shows, 
they must have demonstrated their skill to an FAA 
inspector within the preceding 12 months. FAA's 
New England Region suggested that a limited number 
of highly qualified industry acrobatic pilots be 
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authorized to issue statements of acrobatic com- 
petency. Headquarters' initial reaction was that 
the suggestion had merit and would be looked into 
further. The Chief, General Aviation and Commer- 
cial Division, Office of Flight Operations, told us 
that acrobatic organizations or pilot examiners may 
be even better qualified to perform this function 
than inexperienced FAA inspectors. As of November 
1980, however, this official was still planning to 
look into this possibility. One GAD0 chief told us 
that this activity consumes between 8 and 10 inspec- 
tor days per year in his district. 

-Additional delegation of pilot certification work. 
Several regions recommended doing more of what they 
were already authorized to do; that is, shift more of 
the time-consuming pilot flight tests (those for pilots, 
flight instructors, and aircraft type ratings) to desig- 
nated pilot examiners. One region stated that delegat- 
ing aircraft type rating and flight instructor flight 
tests had not been fully used to reduce GAD0 workload. 
We found evidence that this problem continues to exist. 
For example, one GAD0 we visited conducted many pilot, 
flight instructor, and aircraft type rating check 
flights. A total of 220 such flight tests were con- 
ducted in fiscal year 1980. Each flight test requires 
up to half a day. Another GAD0 we visited had delegated 
virtually all of this work. The other eight GADOs we 
visited fell between these extremes with some conducting 
large numbers of flight tests. Although FAA needs to 
conduct or monitor some flight tests (see ch. 3.), 
there does not appear to be any justification for large 
variances between GADOs in how much of this work is 
delegated. The Chief, General Aviation and Commercial 
Division, Office of Flight Operations, told us that 
more and more delegation has been permitted over time, 
but some GADOs may be resisting change by not dele- 
gating more of this work. 

--Lessen requirements on FAA for giving proficiency 
checks to air taxi/commuter pilots. Each air taxi/ 
commuter pilot must pass annual, and in many cases 
semiannual, proficiency ground and flight checks. 
Proficiency checks may be conducted by FAA inspec- 
tors or by non-FAA pilots authorized to give such 
checks: Check pilot authorization differs from a 
pilot examiner designation, as discussed above, in 
that check pilots only conduct periodic proficiency 
checks; they do not conduct certification flight 
tests for the purpose of issuing a pilot license 
or aircraft type rating. 

To save FAA inspection time, several regions suggested 
that either more company check pilots could be 
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authorized (check pilots are almost always company 
employees) or "area" check pilots could be author- 
ized in certain geographic areas to give proficiency 
checks at a number of air taxi companies that are too 
small or otherwise unqualified to have their own com- 
pany check pilots. 

The head of FAA's flight operations/commuter and 
air taxi branch told us that, as a general rule, 
all air taxi companies with more than one pilot 
should have a company check pilot authorized. He 
said that such authorization puts the burden of 
quality control on the company where it properly 
belongs and saves FAA time. He believes, however, 
that GADOs may not have fully used this work-saving 
measure. We checked in five of the GADOs we visited 
and found that in each office between 8 and 22 air 
taxi operators with two or more pilots had no com- 
pany check airmen authorized. The GAD0 chiefs told 
us that some had no qualified or reliable pilots 
that could be authorized, but they generally agreed 
that more check pilot authorizations are possible 
and would save FAA time. For the most part, these 
GADOs were adhering to out-of-date FAA policy, which 
allowed check pilots to be authorized only at com- 
panies with five or more pilots. Even if company 
check pilots were appointed for all air taxi com- 
panies with two or more pilots, there are many one- 
pilot air taxi companies that would require FAA- 
conducted proficiency checks. Area check pilots, 
operating in a geographic area, could be authorized 
to give proficiency checks for more than one company. 
Only'one of the GADOs we visited had pursued this 
work-saving measure and only one area check pilot 
had been appointed in this district. 

Regarding the last example, FAA must conduct or monitor some 
proficiency checks and exercise strong control over check pilots 
to assure that operators maintain high standards, but it appears 
that FAA has missed opportunities to conduct fewer "on demand" 
checks by not appointing more company check pilots and area 
check pilots. 

Along with the above recommendations, several others dealt 
with streamlining existing work tasks or increasing work dele- 
gation. FAA's progress in,implementing these recommendations has 
been slow. We believe that timely evaluation and implementation 
of appropriate work-saving measures is an important part of the 
work force planning process. 
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Lack of GAD0 
performance evaluation 

FAA directives, in addition to stressing the importance 
of continuous and independent assessments of how well agency 
programs are carried out, require regional offices to con- 
duct district office evaluations. 

Each of the regions we visited had developed evaluation 
procedures and an evaluation timetable, but few evaluations of 
GADOs have been conducted in recent years. For example, the 
last evaluations conducted at the three GADOs we visited in one 
region were dated January 1976, June 1977, and May 1978. The 
region's evaluation procedures call for annual evaluations. We 
found a similar situation in the other regions visited. 

Although many of the past evaluations appear to have focused 
on compliance with administrative procedures, they also contained 
important findings relating to GAD0 performance. 

For example, the evaluations found that 

--many air taxi/commuter operators had not been 
inspected in more than 2 years, 

--flight instructor monitoring and followup on 
marginal flight instructor performance was not 
adequate, 

--closer monitoring was needed on air taxi train- 
ing and evaluation programs, and 

--prompt followup was lacking on FAA-identified 
operator deficiences. 

One regional flight standards chief told us that such evaluations 
are definitely needed, but agency travel budget restrictions have 
hampered his ability to schedule them. The other two regions we 
visited also blamed budget restrictions. 

We believe that periodic and independent evaluations of 
GADOs can be a valuable tool in determining if enough staff and 
other resources are devoted and properly used. In addition, 
such evaluations could be valuable in assessing the quality 
of work performed by GADOs. Assigning higher priority to this 
function may increase effectiveness and save resources in the 
long run. 

Lack of job-related 
management training 

FAA directives outline required management training for 
district office chiefs and other supervisors. Generally, the 
office chiefs in the GADOs we visited had received at least 
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the minimum training or its equivalent. These courses, while 
undoubtedly helpful, are designed for FAA-wide application and 
are not tailored to GAD0 management. In two of the regions 
we visited, we looked into the adequacy of management training 
provided to GAD0 chiefs. We talked with six GAD0 chiefs and 
their regional office supervisors. We found widespread agree- 
ment and concern over GAD0 chiefs being promoted from technical 
inspector positions but given little job-related management 
training in areas such as GAD0 budget preparation. 

FAA's "Managing a GADO" guide, referred to several times 
in this chapter, was designed to help district chiefs perform 
many of the management functions with which we found problems. 
Setting measurable objectives, developing work plans, budgeting 
for needed resources, and performing program evaluations, among 
other topics, are covered in some detail. The guide is tailored 
to managing a GAD0 and is based on how the more effective and 
efficient offices were managed, coupled with how management 
believes offices should be managed. GAD0 chiefs we talked with 
about the guide generally had a limited knowledge of the contents 
of the guide. Further, no training has been provided in how to 
use the guide's concepts. 

The Assistant Chief, General Aviation and Commercial Divi- 
sion, Office of Flight Operations, told us that more job-related 
management training is definitely needed and that the guide could 
form a basis for such training. He said, however, that finding 
effective instructors may be difficult. We believe that the ef- 
fort to provide such training would be worthwhile by, among 
other things, improving GAD0 work force planning, budgeting, and 
management. 

CONCLUSIONS 

General aviation has continued to grow over the last decade 
while GAD0 staff levels have remained virtually unchanged. FAA 
has tried to compensate for the lack of staff by delegating 
increasing responsibilities to the aviation industry and by 
giving FAA GADOs more freedom to tailor their monitoring and 
inspection programs to meet their particular needs. Even so, 
evidence exists that GADOs have not been able to cope with the 
growth in the industry and the increasingly more complex safety 
regulations that they must enforce. Deficiencies in certain 
monitoring and inspection responsibilities and less timely 
public service has resulted. Many FAA officials and NTSB 
believe that inadequate monitoring and inspection could lead 
to increased accidents for certain general aviation segments. 

Recognizing that some segments of general aviation have not 
been given enough attention, FAA increased GAD0 staff and plans 
to increase productivity by using dictating, word processing, 
and other automation equipment. We could not determine if 
these two steps will solve FAA's staffing problem because FAA 
has not defined the extent of the problem (actual staff needs) 
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or demonstrated that the new equipment wiil result in any pro- 
ductivity increases. In addition, FAA has not adequately per- 
formed several functions that have a direct bearing on staff 
planning and efficient staff use. These functions include work 
force planning, implementing potential work-saving measures, per- 
forming GAD0 performance evaluations, and providing job-related 
management training for GAD0 managers. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Secretary of Transportation direct 
the FAA Administrator to develop a GAD0 work force planning 
process that includes setting objectives, identifying needed 
work tasks, and using up-to-date staffing standards. In addi- 
tion, we recommend that the Secretary of Transportation direct 
the FAA Administrator to: 

--Demonstrate that actual savings from using leased 
district office modernization equipment will justify 
the cost of the equipment. This should be done before 
purchasing the equipment for nationwide use. 

--Evaluate, on a continuing basis, all potential work- 
saving measures (such as increased work delegation), 
including those submitted by field organizations, 
and ensure that timely and full advantage is taken 
of those having merit. 

--Give higher priority to conducting periodic regional 
evaluations of GAD0 performance, as required by FAA 
directives. 

--Provide GAD0 managers with job-related training in 
budgeting, staff management, and other principles 
contained in the "Managing a GADO" guide. 
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CHAPTER 3 

GADOs SHOULD IMPROVE MONITORING 

OVER PRIVATE PILOT TRAINING, LICENSING, AND 

CONTINUING PILOT PROFICIENCY 

GADOs have not conducted enough monitoring over private 
pilot training, licensing, and continuing pilot proficiency. Al- 
though most flight testing and all training is delegated to non- 
FAA pilot examiners and flight instructors, respectively, FAA 
retains the responsibility to monitor the quality of training and 
testing provided. As discussed in chapter 2, many FAA officials 
and NTSB stated that staff shortages and higher priority work 
have severely limited such monitoring. The former FAA Administra- 
tor has been quoted as saying that private pilots make up the 
largest current safety regulatory problem and will be the new 
Administrator's second biggest headache following funding. He 
added that training and retraining of private pilots is totally 
inadequate. 

As noted earlier, pleasure flying accounts for about half 
of all general aviation accidents and has an accident rate more 
than eight times higher than corporate/executive flying. Indus- 
try and FAA personnel attribute this rate to inadequate pilot 
training, licensing, and continuing pilot proficiency. Without 
better GAD0 monitoring, deterioration in pilot training, licens- 
ing and proficiency --which could lead to increased accidents--can 
be expected. 

GADOs CONDUCT LITTLE MONITORING 
OF FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR PERFORMANCE 

The flight instructor is a key element in the pilot training 
process and is also the major assessor of the continued profi- 
ciency of most general aviation pilots. In the last major revi- 
sion of pilot training requirements, in 1973, FAA stated that the 
flight instructor would be the "keystone" of the training con- 
cepts. Other organizations have also noted the critical role 
flight instructors play in general aviation safety. 

Despite the importance of the flight instructor, eight of 
the nine GADOs we visited conducted little or no monitoring of 
instructor performance. One way flight instructors could be 
evaluated is by monitoring'how well their students do on flight 
tests. Pilot examiners are provided with an evaluation form 
to use in connection with flight test pilot applicants. The 
pilot applicant's performance, as recorded on the form, provides 
a basis for judging the quality of instruction given by the flight 
instructor. According to an FAA response to our report on pri- 
vate pilot licensing ("Improved Controls Needed Over Private Pilot 
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Licensing", RED-76-65, Feb. 26, 1976), the districts use this 
information to monitor the quality of instruction. However, 
use of this form is voluntary, and many pilot examiners do 
not submit the forms. Even when they are submitted, we found 
that little use is made of the information they contain. 

The evaluation form is not submitted by any examiners in 
the three Western Region GADOs we reviewed. An operations unit 
chief in one of these districts stated that the information 
would be useful if sufficient staff were available to analyze 
it. In the New England Region, the form is submitted by between 
50 and 100 percent of the examiners in the districts visited. 
The information submitted, however, is only analyzed regularly 
by one GAD0 and used occasionally to counsel flight instructors. 
Another office was analyzing the data with the intention of 
using it to monitor flight instructor activities. In the three 
Southern Region districts visited, the evaluation forms are 
not routinely analyzed for adverse trends, even though they are 
received in some cases. The GAD0 chiefs there also blamed lack 
of staff for not making better use of the information on the 
forms. One district chief told us that the planned office 
automation equipment (discussed in ch. 2) may be useful in 
analyzing the data contained on the forms. 

The evaluation form can also be a useful method for pilot 
examiners to provide feedback to instructors on their performance. 
Current FAA directives state that examiners should provide a 
copy of the evaluation to the instructor who recommends the ap- 
plicant for a flight test and the GADO. Since use of the form is 
voluntary, it cannot be assumed that all instructors are receiving 
this information. An industry/FAA workshop conducted in January 
1981 also reviewed FAA controls over flight instructors and recom- 
mended establishing a data base (which completed evaluation forms 
can provide) to monitor flight instructor performance. 

CONTROLS OVER PILOT EXAMINERS HAVE 
IMPROVED BUT BETTER GUIDANCE AND 
MORE MONITORING IS NEEDED 

The majority of pilot license tests are conducted by about 
1,800 designated pilot examiners. These are non-FAA pilots who 
are authorized to act as representatives of the Administrator for 
this purpose. The examiners are to be monitored by FAA inspec- 
tors in the GADOs. Examiners are authorized to issue temporary 
pilot certificates pending issuance of a permanent license and 
to charge the applicant a fee for their services. 

FAA has recognized the importance of pilot examiners by 
recently improving examiner training and standardization. 
Despite these changes, problems remain. Criteria for removing 
examiners are vague, which makes removal difficult and time 
consuming. Also, examiner performance is not spot checked 
enough. 
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Recent improvements in pilot 
examiner standardization 

Effective January 1, 1980, no pilot examiner can be desig- 
nated or renewed unless he/she has satisfactorily completed a 
standardization course given by the FAA Aeronautical Center with- 
in the preceding 2 years. This course is designed to provide the 
examiner with a background in testing procedures, FAA guidelines, 
and performing flight maneuvers. 

In addition to completing this course, examiners must attend 
an annual examiner meeting at the GAD0 and complete an annual 
flight check given by FAA inspectors. The GADOs are also supposed 
to encourage examiner attendance at safety meetings and to en- 
courage examiners to keep abreast of new developments and pilot 
training activities in their areas. 

Criteria for removing pilot 
examiners is vague 

FAA directives list general guidance for removing pilot 
examiners. Reasons for removal include fraudulently using the 
designation, reduced need for their services, and failing to 
maintain required standards and procedures. Specific defic- 
iencies or policies that could result in designation removal, 
however, are not stated in existing directives. For example, 
unacceptable test procedures, improper paperwork, low number of 
applicant failures, and lack of aeronautical knowledge are not 
specified. As a result, poor examiner performance is hard to 
define. 

When an examiner fails fewer applicants over a period of 
several years compared with other examiners, FAA directives 
on examiner designation do not require that such differences be 
analyzed to see why they occur. Differences in failure rates 
among examiners and between examiners and FAA inspectors, who 
also conduct flight checks, may be cause for concern because 
pilot examiners are failing far fewer applicants. For example, 
in the 5-year period 1975-79, 21.9 percent of all private pilot 
applicants failed their initial tests when given by FAA inspec- 
tors. The equivalent failure rate for pilot examiners was only 
7.4 percent. 

Other indications besides relative failure rates suggest 
that some examiners may not be giving comprehensive flight tests. 
For example, pilot examiners have given flight tests of 30 min- 
utes or less, even though 'FAA inspectors and pilot examiners have 
stated that a test of between 1 to 2 hours is needed to cover 
all maneuvers adequately. No guidance is provided covering test 
duration, and only general guidance is provided on test content. 

Nonspecific criteria on examiner removal make it diffi- 
cult and time consuming to remove examiners with substandard 
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performance records. For example, one GAD0 removed an examiner 
in 1980 for giving tests of insufficient length (22 minutes in 
at least one case), submitting deficient test files, having few 
applicant failures, and other deficiencies. This examiner had 
exhibited poor performance since 1975, however, and one inspec- 
tor recommended his removal as far back as 1976. When finally 
removed, this examiner was failing less than 2 percent of his 
applicants. 

Insufficient spot checks 
of examiner performance 

FAA spot checks of examiners may include observations of 
an examiner-administered flight test or a flight review with the 
examiner covering testing procedures. Spot checks of examiner 
testing procedures provide a necessary quality control on the 
integrity of the testing process. The number of spot checks 
conducted is left up to GAD0 chiefs. However, at least one FAA- 
administered flight review is required each year with each 
pilot examiner. 

The nine GADOs we visited conduct only limited spot 
checks of examiner performance. For example, the operations 
unit chief in one New England Region GAD0 stated that inspectors 
occasionally monitor only the ground phase of flight tests, if 
one was scheduled during a periodic inspector visit. In the 
Western Region, some spot checks were done in two of the three 
GADOs visited. In one of these GADOs, the spot checks are limited 
to those examiners suspected of offering easy flight tests. In 
the three Southern Region GADOs visited, spot checks are generally 
limited to annual flight checks given by FAA. GAD0 officials in 
all three regions stated that they do not have enough inspectors 
to accomplish sufficient spot checks or to even perform the re- 
quired annual flight checks in some cases. For example, the 
annual flight checks are not given in one Western Region GAD0 
because of other higher priority work. In most districts, con- 
tacts with examiners often involve administrative matters rather 
than spot checks for performance: for example, erroneous paper- 
work in test files submitted. As a result, in the GADOs we 
visited, FAA has little direct knowledge of the quality of pilot 
examiner performance. 

Spot checks are also needed to help avoid conflict of inter- 
est, which has been identified by the aviation media and others. 
Such conflicts can result when examiners associated with specific 
flight schools are able to give flight tests to students in those 
schools. Insufficient FAA spot checks only increase the chance 
of abuses resulting from conflicts of interest. One pilot exam- 
iner organization, the Society of Airmen Flight Examiners, 
recognizes this problem and has looked closely at these and other 
issues aimed at improving flight tests and avoiding conflict of 
interest through policing its own members. This particular 
organization, while planning to expand nationwide, is currently 
only active in the St. Petersburg, Florida, area. 
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We recognize that more pilot examiner spot checks and 
increased monitoring of flight instructors may require more 
staff. Increased productivity from district office automation 
(if actually experienced) and implementation of other work-saving 
measures may help. In any event, these responsibilities need to 
be recognized and included in the work force planning process 
outlined in chapter 2. 

BIENNIAL FLIGHT REVIEW 
REQUIREMENTS ARE VAGUE 

Once issued, pilot licenses remain valid for the life of the 
pilot. FAA, however, has established medical and continuing 
flying proficiency requirements that the pilot must meet in order 
to serve as "pilot in command." Beginning in November 1974, FAA 
required a biennial flight review, conducted by a flight instruc- 
tor. All active pilots must demonstrate that they still have the 
knowledge and competency to fly safely. The review is not a test 
in that pilots cannot fail, and a flight instructor can only 
endorse the pilot's log book if the individual completes a "satis- 
factoryll review. In our previous report on pilot licensing (see 
p* 221, we identified a need for better guidelines for flight 
instructors to use in conducting the flight review. 

Although voluntary biennial flight review guidelines were 
developed in 1975, many industry and FAA officials believe that 
the guidelines and the regulations are too vague and discretion- 
ary. In addition, NTSB believes that the review needs to be 
improved. 

Inadequacies identified 
by industry and NTSB 

The Federal Aviation Regulation governing the biennial 
flight review imposes only two requirements for review content: 
a review of general operating and flight rules and a review of 
maneuvers and procedures which, in the discretion of the person 
giving the review, are necessary to ensure that the pilot can 
"safely exercise the privileges of his pilot certificate." Many 
FAA and industry officials believe these requirements are too 
vague and result in wide variations in the quality of the re- 
views. For example, one aviation journal described how a staff 
member had obtained biennial flight reviews at three different 
locations and had received reviews of widely different qualities. 

The industry/FAA workshop conducted in Janaury 1981 consider- 
ed the adequacy of biennial flight reviews, and the panel reviewing 
this subject recommended a change in the regulation to strengthen 
the review. The panel concluded that the flight review, as cur- 
rently conceived, is too vague and discretionary. It recommended 
a regulation change that would specify minimal aeronautical knowl- 
edge subjects to be covered in the review, appropriate to the 
grade of pilot license held by the individual. 
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NTSB also cluestioned the adequacy of biennial flight 
reviews in a December 1979 special study oE light twin-engine 
aircraft accidents. The report stated that the flight review 
regulation is written in such a broad and nonspecific manner that 
it allows for wide interpretation by instructors charged with 
giving the review. The Board believes this resulted in many 
ineffective fliyht reviews because little or nothing was done in 
the reviews. The report further stated that the voluntary indus- 
try guidelines were an "admirable" concept but added nothing to 
what was already stated in the regulation. 

FAA does little to monitor the quality of reviews, but even 
if it did, vague criteria make imposing sanctions for inadequate 
reviews unlikely. 

Another weakness of the flight review, according to NTSB, 
is that a pilot can take the review in any aircraft for which the 
pilot is rated, including the least complex single-engine air- 
craft. Thus, a pilot may legally satisfy the flight review re- 
quirement without demonstrating competency in higher complexity 
aircraft for which the pilot is rated. The 1979 NTSB report 
implied that safety was not enhanced if pilots were required to 
demonstrate only the most basic flying skills. The Board recom- 
mended that FAA amend the regulation to require multi-engine 
pilots to demonstrate competency in such aircraft during the 
flight review in order to retain pilot-in-command privileges in 
this type of aircraft. FAA told the Board that it would consider 
this recommendation in a planned review of applicable Federal 
Aviation Regulations. 

DEFERRED SUSPENSION COUPLED WITH 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING COULD BE 
USED MORE OFTEN 

FAA can enforce compliance with Federal Aviation Regulations 
with legal sanctions. These sanctions include civil penalties 
and suspending or revoking licenses. In cases where sanctions are 
not warranted, administrative actions, such as letters of warning 
or correction, may be applied. Neither of these enforcement paths, 
however, make adequate provisions for remedial training for unin- 
tentional violations due to lack of airmen proficiency. 

According to a revised FAA Compliance and Enforcement 
Handbook, issued on July l,, 1980, FAA can defer suspension of 
a license in violation cases that are too serious for adminis- 
trative action and where corrective actions, such as additional 
airman training, are preferred. FAA's enforcement policy states 
that additional training, such as education and counseling, can 
help prevent future violations. Deferring suspensions is also 
a positive motivator since it allows the airman to take timely 
corrective action and thereby avoid suspension. 
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The deferred suspension option was not used by GADOs and 
regions we visited. The reasons for this varied. GAD0 offi- 
cials in one region believe that complete retesting, rather than 
additional training, of the airmen is the best course of action 
in cases of unintentional violations or lack of airmen profi- 
ciency. Some GAD0 officials, however, believe that admir,lstra- 
tive actions are more appropriate and less time consuming in 
these cases. Other regional and GAD0 officials believed the de- 
ferred suspension concept has merit, but more specific guidance 
is needed on what types of specific cases are appropriate for 
its use. 

The January 1981 industry/FAA workshop addressed the issue 
of deferred suspension and remedial training. One workshop panel 
stated that such actions could instill a better compliance atti- 
tude and provide positive motivation in lieu of disciplinary 
action. The panel cited the example of motor vehicle remedial 
training programs conducted in nearly every State. The panel 
believed this concept could be applied in aviation and recommen- 
ded that FAA institute a remedial training program as an option 
in the enforcement program. 

The Chief, General Aviation and Commercial Division, Office 
of Flight Operations, told us that conventional enforcement 
serves little purpose in cases of inadequate airman proficiency 
and can only reduce proficiency further through license suspen- 
sions. He believes that deferred suspension could be profitably 
used in about 20 percent of legal enforcement cases and that 
better guidance may be needed to encourage its use. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Despite the importance of the flight instructor in pilot 
training and safety, GADOs do not adequately monitor flight 
instructor performance. GADOs are either not obtaining or 
not using data on instructor performance to identify weak 
flight instructors. 

FAA has focused its quality control on designated pilot 
examiners and has improved the examiner program by upgrading 
examiner training and standardization. Despite these changes, 
examiners are not given specific guidance on what actions con- 
stitute unacceptable performance and can result in removal 
of designations. In addition, because of a lack of inspectors, 
most GADOs are not conducting enough spot checks of examiner 
performance. 

Improved monitoring over flight instructors and pilot 
examiners may require more staff. District office automation, 
use of work-saving measures, and improved work force planning 
(see ch. 2) could help meet this need. 
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Although FAA has issued guidelines for conducting biennial 
flight reviews, the industry and NTSB have raised serious ques- 
tions concerning the adequacy of these guidelines. 

Education and counseling are espoused in FAA's enforce- 
ment policy, but little use is made of the deferred suspension 
enforcement option. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Secretary of Transportation direct the 
FAA Administrator to 

--require pilot examiners to submit to FAA a flight 
instructor evaluation form on each flight test 
administered and to provide a copy of this 
evaluation to the appropriate instructor; 

--require GADOs to use the data on flight instructor 
evaluation forms as a tool in monitoring flight 
instructor performance; 

--establish additional specific criteria as to what 
actions constitute inadequate pilot examiner per- 
formance and can result in removal of examiner 
designations1 

--direct GADOs to spot check pilot examiner flight tests 
on a periodic basis; 

--amend Federal Aviation Regulations to specify minimal 
subject matter to be required in each biennial flight 
review, appropriate to the type of pilot license and 
and ratings to be used; and 

--direct regions and GADOs to use the deferred suspension 
option in cases where remedial training is preferred 
and provide better guidance on how to use this option. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE ACCIDENT PREVENTION PROGRAM: 

IMPROVEMENTS AND 

STRONGER ADHERENCE TO 

DIRECTIVES NEEDED TO MAKE 

IT MORE EFFECTIVE 

The impact the general aviation Accident Prevention Program 
has on general aviation safety is not measurable, but the pro- 
gram has enjoyed wide support from the aviation community. FAA 
started the program in 1971 to reduce the general aviation 
accident rate. Although the accident rate has been declining, 
even more progress may be possible in reducing accidents. 

We found that improvements are needed in the program to 
assure that 

--comprehensive work plans are developed that identify 
safety problems and actions to correct them and provide 
for assessing whether the program is reaching the ap- 
propriate participants and 

--followup measures are taken to counsel pilots who are 
involved in incidents requiring air traffic control 
assistance. 

In addition, we found that GADOs need to more closely 
follow program directives by 

--appointing more volunteer accident prevention 
counselors, 

--assessing the need for accident prevention activities 
by individual aviation groups and organizations, and 

--promoting and using the safety improvement suggestion 
system. 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 

The primary Accident Prevention Program activity is numerous 
pilot safety meetings sponsored jointly by FAA and industry. 
Another accident prevention activity is the Pilot Proficiency 
Program in which pilots voluntarily obtain flight instruction 
and attend at least one pilot safety meeting. Other program 
activities are: 
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--Soliciting and following up on Safety Improvement Reports 
(SIRS), which are safety suggestions submitted by the 
aviation community. 

--Counseling individual airmen , particularly those involved 
in incidents requiring a "flight assist" from air traffic 
control. 

--Helping various industry groups, such as flying clubs, 
to establish their own accident prevention programs. 

Many of the above activities are conducted by industry groups or 
volunteer accident prevention counselors. The GAD0 accident 
prevention specialist coordinates the program at the district 
level, while a regional accident prevention coordinator is 
responsible for the overall regional program. 

BETTER PROGRAM 
PLANNING IS NEEDED 

The Accident Prevention Program guidelines require each GAD0 
to write an annual program plan, which is in addition to work 
plans developed for the GAD0 as a whole (see ch. 2). The eight 
plans we reviewed, however, generally did not clearly identify 
underlying safety problems, nor did they.clearly relate planned 
activities with safety problems or objectives. One GAD0 accident 
prevention specialist did not develop a plan. 

Underlying safety problems 
are not identified 

Program directives require that GADOs identify and list in 
their plans those problems having the greatest impact on safety. 
The eight plans we reviewed generally identified only broad safety 
problems to address rather than specific ones. That is, the plans 
only listed common flying problems, such as takeoff, landing, and 
weather accidents, rather than addressing why these were problem 
areas. Without identifying the underlying causes of accidents, 
GADOs cannot properly structure accident prevention plans. 

According to an AOPA Air Safety Foundation study, 

"a more thorough and complete understanding of 
underlying accident causes, used vigorously as 
a basis for corrective actions will significantly 
improve those (accident and fatality) rates for 
general aviation." 
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In the GADOs we visited most specialists do not even try to 
identify high-risk pilot groups so that special efforts can be 
made to reduce their accident potential. One reason may be their 
failure to recognize the importance in targeting accident preven- 
tion efforts. Such high-risk groups could include pilots who have 
received flight assists from air traffic control, pilots who have 
had accidents or incidents, and pilots who have receive? citations 
or warnings because of safety violations. 

We noted, however, that some specialists do identify high- 
risk yroups. For example, one specialist analyzed accident 
reports and found that cropdusters were flying into power lines. 
To help correct the problem, he planned quarterly meetings with 
them. 

Plans are not clear on how safety 
objectives will be achieved 

GADOs are required to establish an accident prevention 
goal (generally a 5-percent reduction in accidents) and to 
design a plan to accomplish the goal. The eight plans we re- 
viewed, however, generally did not state how program activities 
(such as seminars, counseling, and other activities) would help 
achieve the goal. For example, one GADO's plan had these objec- 
tives related to its overall accident prevention goal: prevent 
accidents through improving attitudes, changing behavior, in- 
creasing knowledge and proficiency, and reducing environmental 
hazards. The plan did not state how to achieve these objectives. 
Another GAD0 included among its objectives greater productivity 
by counselors, continued recruiting of active, dedicated coun- 
selors, and increased flight instructor proficiency. Its plan 
did not state why these objectives were selected nor how to 
achieve them. 

We believe one reason why accident prevention plans do not 
relate specific FAA activities to identified safety objectives 
or problems is because there is no requirement to do so. FAA 
directives governing accident prevention program planning only 
require that accident prevention resources be spent in approxi- 
mately the same percentage as accident prevention types. That 
is, if 50 percent of the accidents are related to pleasure flying, 
then approximately 50 percent of accident prevention resources 
should be directed in that area. Rather than allocating resources 
on a percentage basis (a process that ignores the likelihood of 
making specific improvements), FAA needs to identify the various 
activities that should be conducted to achieve stated goals and 
objectives and allocate resources on this basis. 

Not enough backqround 
is known about attendees 
at safety meetings 

Safety meetings are the primary tool of accident prevention 
specialists, but little is known about the attendees or their 
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safety problems. The specialists do not collect and review data 
such as the level of experience, type and frequency of flying, 
ratings held, and safety needs of attendees. Some specialists 
said that such information would be helpful, although others 
felt it would entail too much paperwork and analysis. A major 
problem identified by specialists is that most pilots who need 
safety discussions do not attend the meetings. At headquarters, 
the chief, accident prevention staff, said that such information, 
could be useful, but he did not know if it would be worth the 
effort. 

Even though attendance is voluntary, we believe that dis- 
tricts and regions need to know more about those who attend 
safety meetings in order to determine whether such meetings 
are reaching an appropriate audience and achieving program 
goals and objectives. In addition, the information gathered 
can be useful in planning future safety meetings by tailoring 
presentations to typical attendees or designing appropriate 
outreach methods to reach other potential attendees. 

MORE AGGRESSIVE FOLLOWUP 
ON FLIGHT ASSISTS IS NEEDED 

A flight assist is a service provided by air traffic control 
facilities to pilots who become lost, run low on fuel, or who 
experience other serious problems. The air traffic facility usu- 
ally directs the aircraft to a suitable airport or renders other 
assistance. A flight assist report is forwarded to the applicable 
GAD0 after each incident so that proper followup may be made to 
check the pilot's qualifications or determine if a need exists for 
further assistance. FAA directives state that proper use of the 
information contained in flight assist reports can conceivably 
prevent future accidents and fatalities. 

We found that flight assists are not always properly 
followed up because accident prevention specialists said that they 
lack the time, or it is often difficult, several days after the 
assist, to even locate*the pilot. Pilots flying rental aircraft 
may be particularly hard to locate after the incident. Program 
directives require GADOs to determine if contact should be made 
informally or through a prescribed format letter offering to as- 
sist the pilot. We noted that the letter was infrequently used. 
For example, one GAD0 had received 63 flight assist reports but 
sent letters to only 11 of the pilots. Instead, specialists often 
discussed the assist with a third party, such as the pilot's flight 
instructor, a flight school, or aircraft rental agency. In these 
cases, FAA cannot be sure that the pilot was ever contacted. Of 
41 flight assist reports received by another GADO, five pilots 
were probably never contacted because air traffic controllers 
sent the flight assist reports to the wrong GAD0 and the accident 
prevention specialist there never forwarded them to the appropriate 
office. Seven reports had no action taken because the specialist 
was in training when they were received and three were sent to 
local counselors, but there was no information on what the 
counselors did with them. This specialist and others we talked 
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with said that they were overburdened with work but agreed 
that more effort is needed to reach pilots who have had flight 
assists and document what actions were taken. 

Timely followup of flight assists is needed to assure that 
pilots who want help get the advice and counsel necessary to 
correct any problem areas. Pilots seldom receive on-the-spot 
counseling from specialists, however, because the specialist may 
not be nearby when the assist is given and specialists are often 
notified several days or weeks after the fact. One GADO, however, 
tried to involve volunteer accident prevention counselors in this 
process. The GAD0 provided all air traffic control facilities 
in the district with the names and locations of counselors who 
could meet pilots upon landing. The GAD0 chief told us, however, 
that because it is not an agency requirement, air traffic person- 
nel have generally not bothered to contact the counselors. Other 
specialists, however, agreed that it was valuable to meet with 
the pilot immediately after landing while the events are still 
fresh in the person's mind. 

MORE ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
COUNSELORS ARE NEEDED 

Program directives state that, because the problems associ- 
ated with managing the program are many and complex, the GADOs 
should use volunteer accident prevention counselors. These 
counselors are experienced persons in industry who work with 
GADOs to extend the reach of the program. For example, in one 
district, counselors do more than 60 percent of all safety coun- 
selings and conduct more than 80 percent of all pilot profi- 
ciency flights. lJ Despite the importance of the counselors to 
the program's success, GADOs have generally not identified all 
locations in need of counselors. For example, in one region, 
counselors were appointed at only 35 percent of the public air- 
ports in the three districts reviewed. None of the GADOs identi- 
fied which additional airports needed counselors. In another 
region, two of the three accident prevention specialists listed 
for us where counselors are needed, but they said that lack of 
time to find counselors prohibits appointing them. 

In December 1978 the DOT Office of Audit report on the Acci- 
dent Prevention Program also noted that many airports lacked coun- 
selors. For example, in one region, only 40 percent of the air- 
ports reviewed had counselors. 

&/The Pilot Proficiency Program is a voluntary effort run by 
industry and supported by FAA. Pilot participants must obtain 
3 hours of flight instruction and attend a pilot safety meeting. 
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GADOs NEED TO KNOW MORE 
ABOUT PRIVATE ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
PROGRAMS IN THEIR AREAS 

District offices have done little to assess the quality or 
needs of accident prevention programs among industry aviation 
groups. The FAA directive on the program says that a specialist 
should: 

"Meet with operators of executive aircraft, man- 
agers of flying schools, repair stations, main- 
tenance facilities, air taxis, flying clubs, CAP 
[Civil Air Patrol], etc. to encourage their estab- 
lishment of positive Accident Prevention Programs, 
and assist them in their responsibilities." 

We found that the GADOs we visited had little knowledge 
about the existence and quality of aviation group accident pre- 
vention programs in their areas. None of the offices, for 
example, even listed which local aviation groups had programs 
or which ones needed them. No assessments were available that 
showed which existing programs needed improvements. Without such 
assessments, FAA cannot know if or what assistance is needed. 
Accident prevention specialists we talked with generally agreed 
that more effort in this area is needed but cited lack of time 
to perform these assessments. 

SAFETY IMPROVEMENT REPORTS NEED 
BETTER PROMOTION AND FOLLOWUP 

The SIR Program is an FAA public suggestion program that 
allows the aviation community to report hazards such as airport 
obstructions, inaccurate flight data on charts, or other unsafe 
conditions. The SIR forms are to be placed at general aviation 
airports and provide the public with an easy method to become 
personally involved in the Accident Prevention Program. Program 
directives state that the SIR is an extremely useful tool for 
GAD0 accident prevention specialists. We found, however, that 
some specialists neither actively promote the program nor follow 
up to assure that corrective action is taken. 

Better promotion needed 

Program directives state that SIRS should be constantly 
emphasized in all program activities to encourage the public to 
use the forms on a continuing basis. How well the SIR program is 
promoted, however, is usually related to the enthusiasm the re- 
gion's coordinator has for the program. The Southwest Region's 
accident prevention coordinator told us that he considers the SIR 
program the "life-blood" of accident prevention; he requires the 
specialists to spend at least 5 minutes promoting the program 
at each Accident Prevention Program function. He said that SIR 
forms are readily available at airports and safety meetings. 
The Southwest Region received 54 percent of all SIRS received 
by FAA between 1971 and 1979. 
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This kind of aggressive promotion contrasts sharply with 
that of a specialist in the Southern Region who told us that at 
one time he had 40 posters containing SIR forms placed through- 
out his district. Today, only about 10 remain, and he said that 
they are "falling apart." A report by the DOT Office of Audit in 
December 1978 found similar problems. The report stated that 21 
general aviation airports visited in the Southern Region did not 
have SIR forms available for public use. 

Lack of appropriate followup 

Accident prevention specialists in all three regions told us 
that they do not always have the time to follow up to ensure that 
corrective action is taken on SIRS, although followup is required 
by program directives. For example, at two GADOs we visited in 
the Southern Region and one GAD0 in the Western Region, if action 
on the SIR involves other FAA offices or other agencies, the re- 
ports are merely forwarded and then closed out by the specialist 
as having been resolved. 

Again, this procedure contrasts with the Southwest Region 
where the coordinator said that he insists that SIRS be kept 
open until the problem is actually resolved, no matter who is 
to act on it. He said that pressure often must be constantly 
applied to get action. Program directives require districts 
to inform the person who submitted the SIR what final action 
was taken. This is hard to do if a district closes a SIR before 
final action is taken on it by another agency or FAA office. 
Of the nine districts we visited, only four complied with this 
requirement. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Accident Prevention Program is a good idea that has 
enjoyed industry and public support, but it can be made even 
more effective through certain improvements and closer adherence 
to program directives. Better program planning is needed to 
assure that GADOs identify underlying accident causes and hiqh- 
risk pilot groups and to enable GADOs to set measurable safety 
objectives that can be achieved. GADOs need to know more about 
safety meeting attendees to determine if the program is reaching 
targeted groups and to plan future program efforts. More agres- 
sive followup on flight assists is also needed to assure that 
the pilots involved receive adequate counseling. Accident pre- 
vention counselors should be more involved in counseling pilots 
involved in flight assists. 

Closer adherence to program directives is needed to make the 
accident prevention counselor program more effective. GADOs need 
to identify all locations that need counselors. Closer adherence 
to program directives is also needed to encourage private organi- 
zation accident prevention programs and to promote SIRS. 
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Throughout this chapter we noted that GAD0 accident preven- 
tion specialists generally agreed that improving program planning, 
making more aggressive efforts to follow up on flight assists, 
appointing more accident prevention counselors, assessing avi- 
ation group accident prevention programs, and promoting the use 
of SIRS could improve FAA's Accident Prevention Program. A 
common problem "-ted, however, was lack of time because of 
other duties. As discussed in chapter 2, increased productivity 
from district office automation (if actually experienced) may 
help this problem. However, we believe the lack of importance 
attached to these responsibilities is also a factor. Obviously, 
as noted above, the Southwest Region places a lot of importance 
on the use of SIRS. In any case, the work force planning 
process (also discussed in ch. 2) needs to recognize these 
responsibilities--which, for the most part, are laid out in 
FAA directives. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Secretary of Transportation direct the 
FAA Administrator to assure that: 

--GADOs prepare accident prevention plans that identify 
specific safety problems that need attention and how 
the problems will be resolved. 

--GADOs and regions gather qualification and experience 
data on safety meeting attendees to be used in planning 
the content for safety meetings and measuring success 
in reaching target groups. 

--Flight assists are quickly followed up using accident 
prevention counselors for this purpose whenever possible. 

--Locations needing accident prevention counselors are 
identified and that counselors are appointed. 

--Private organization accident prevention programs are 
assessed so that improvements, when needed, can be 
encouraged. 

--SIRS are better used by: (1) continually publicizing 
the existence and use of the form, (2) aggressively 
following up on submitted reports until corrective 
action is taken, and (3) informing submitters of action 
taken. 
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CHAPTER 5 

STRONGER MANAGEMENT CONTROLS 

NEEDED OVER AIRCRAFT RENTAL PROGRAM 

FAA authorizes certain GAD0 personnel to rent aircraft in 
order to maintain their flying proficiency as well as for trans- 
portation. Our review, along with the findings of FAA and DOT 
studies, showed that the aircraft rental program has several 
problems that must be resolved for the program to be managed 
more efficiently and effectively. Specifically, we found that 

--vague guidelines may lead to misuse of rental 
aircraft, 

--rental requests often lack sufficient justifi- 
cation, 

--savings are possible using less expensive air- 
craft, and 

--competitive contracting may reduce rental rates. 

Aircraft rental program expenditures were about $1.8 million in 
fiscal year 1980. About $3 million was requested in the fiscal 
year 1981 budget. 

VAGUE GUIDELINES MAY LEAD TO 
MISUSE OF RENTAL AIRCRAFT 

Some of FAA's guidelines governing the use of rental aircraft 
offer little help in determining specifically what is or is not 
permitted. For example, employee dependents are permitted on 
rental flights when in the national or public interest, or when 
necessary for the health or morale of the principles involved. 
The guidelines, however, do not define "national or public inter- 
est" or "health and morale." Another section of the guidelines 
indicates that GAD0 personnel may rent aircraft for general 
aviation and maintenance itineraries and activities; no further 
elaboration is provided. 

We found cases where rental aircraft had been apparently 
used for personal reasons. For example: 

--An accident prevention specialist took his son on a 
flight from Long Beach, California, to Tuscan, Ari- 
zona, and Borrego Springs, California. Although the 
specialist did not perform any official business dur- 
ing the trip, he claimed that the flight could be jus- 
tified for proficiency reasons. However, there is no 
requiremen.t for specialists to maintain proficiency. 
This trip cost the Government about $300. 
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--A GAD0 chief stated that he rented a plane and, 
accompanied by his wife, flew from San Diego to 
San Jose, California, to get a surplus type- 
writer. They then flew approximately 100 miles 
past Reno to Winnemucca, Nevada, where they spent 
the night with their daughter. The following day, 
the chief flew back to Reno and visited briefly 
with the local GAD0 chief before continuing to San 
Diego, California. This flight cost the Government 
$272. This individual also flew round trip from San 
Diego to Santa Monica, California, to replenish some 
FAA standard forms. 

In two other cases, DOT's investigations indicated that 
high-level FAA officials had used FAA-owned or rental aircraft 
for questionable purposes. 

--In one case, DOT charged that an FAA official mis- 
used Government and rental aircraft by directing 
flights to an airport close to his property for 
personal reasons. The official acknowledged the 
violations, and FAA issued a letter of reprimand 
"for using extremely poor judgment in scheduling 
or directing pilot training flights to locations 
which coincided with your own personal interests." 

--In another case, DOT charged that an official had 
another FAA employee fly him and his wife in a 
rental plane from Atlanta, Georgia, to Raleigh, 
North Carolina, to attend a seminar. The pilot 
then flew the plane back to Atlanta. After 
spending several days on annual leave, the offi- 
cial directed the pilot to rent another plane and 
return to Raleigh to pick them up for their return. 
Transportation costs by rental aircraft exceeded 
commercial airline costs by approximately $500. 
In this case FAA did not agree that rental funds 
had been misused but did find problems related to 
the individual's leave and flight records for this 
trip. In a letter of reprimand, FAA addressed these 
issues and also cautioned against uneconomical use 
of rental aircraft that creates the appearance of 
impropriety. 

We are uncertain how widespread the misuse of rental air- 
craft is. We noted, however, that recent DOT and FAA evaluations 
of all or part of the rental program both raised the issue, or at 
least the possibility, of misuse because of a lack of controls 
over aircraft rentals. 

We believe that more specific guidelines are needed to 
clearly define what rental uses are to be allowed. Examples 
of misuse would help remove doubt as to what practices are 
prohibited. 
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RENTAL REQUESTS OFTEN LACK 
SUFFICIENT JUSTIFICATION 

To rent an aircraft, a pilot must complete an FAA rental 
request form justifying the need for the rental. FAA directives 
require that every request form be completed in sufficient de- 
tail to withstand the scrutiny of postaudit review. T;IZ detail 
should be sufficient to determine whether the authorized use 
of the rental aircraft was practical and/or economical and for 
official purposes of the agency. No other specific information 
requirements are stated. 

Our review of rental request forms indicated that the jus- 
tifications were often inadequate. For example, we found the 
following justifications written on request forms: 

--Transportation. 

--Official government business. 

--GAD0 function. 

--Pick up papers at Sarasota, Florida. 

--Sunday surveillance. 

Some forms had no justification at all. 

In one GADO, we applied the criteria that justifications 
should be detailed enough to permit cross reference to other 
documents, such as inspection results, to determine if the 
purpose of the trip was achieved. Such documentation would 
require listing what activities were planned during the trip. 
Using this criteria, we found that almost 40 percent of the 
request forms contained insufficient justification. 

An FAA evaluation dated February 1980 also noted this prob- 
lem. Examples of justifications that were cited included 
"morale," "explorer scout familiarization," "logistics," and 
"training." 

We believe a need exists for more specific criteria concern- 
ing what information is needed on request forms so that postaudit 
and postanalysis is possible. Specific guidelines are needed 
(including examples if necessary) detailing what information/ 
justification is needed. 

The Acting Chief, Aircraft Programs Division, Office of 
Flight Operations, told us that his office recognizes the need to 
strengthen the directive governing rental aircraft--particuarly 
the requirements for documenting the justification for the rental. 
He said that a revision of the directive is planned. 



A related problem is the short time that FAA retains request 
forms (Aircraft Request and Use Record, Form 4040.6). FAA only 
retains the form for 90 days. Certain information, such as the 
justification for the rental, is not found elsewhere. The 
Assistant Chief, Aircraft Programs Division, Office of Flight 
Operations agreed that the go-day retention period is too short 
for postaudit purposes and said that he would seek the neces- 
sary approval to extend the retention period to at least one 
year. 

SAVINGS ARE POSSIBLE 
USING LESS EXPENSIVE 
RENTAL AIRCRAFT 

FAA directives require that the use of aircraft be managed 
efficiently and economically. Little guidance is provided, how- 
ever, on how to achieve this objective. One problem we found was 
the apparent excessive use of expensive twin-engine aircraft when 
less expensive single-engine aircraft would do. A typical single- 
engine rental costs FAA between $45 and $60 per hour while the 
typical twin-engine rental costs FAA between $125 and $250 per 
hour. 

Although FAA believes that some twin-engine rentals are 
necessary, particularly for flying proficiency, our analysis of 
rental flights for 1979 in the New England Region indicated that 
nearly 50 percent of all rental flights were made in twin-engine 
aircraft. In one GADO, of 40 twin-engine flights, seven appeared 
to have no other basis for the selection of a twin-engine over a 
single-engine rental other than personal preference. An FAA 
staff study on the rental program conducted about the same time 
in that region also recognized this problem and stated that 

If * * * it was obvious that more utilization of 
category II (single-engine, four seat) aircraft 
could and should be made. This utilization would 
enable the individual offices to derive more 
flight hours from their rental allocations. There 
is no good reason why category II aircraft should 
not be utilized more than they are presently." 

The study recommended stronger controls over aircraft rentals 
to prevent excessive use of twin-engine aircraft. 

Another way the New England Region evaluated the efficiency 
of its rental aircraft use was to measure load factors. Load 
factors are the percentage of available seats used. This region 
found that the load factor on 38 percent of the aircraft it used 
was below the general aviation national average. We performed 
a similar analysis in another region and found that load factors 
for the three GADOs we visited in that region ranged from 4 
to 28 percent below national averages for all types of aircraft 
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rented. This rate indicates that using less expensive smaller 
aircraft may have been possible on a number of flights. 

A related problem, although we did not find it to be wide- 
spread, was greater than normal use of twin-engine rentals late 
in the budget year. For the three GADOs we visited in one re- 
gion, for example, we found that 42, 24, and 16 percent, respec- 
tively, of the annual dollars spent on twin-engine aircraft 
rentals was spent in the final month of fiscal year 1979. 

Although twin-engine aircraft rentals may be justified under 
certain circumstances, it appears that savings are possible by 
more tightly controlling their use. One way would be to require 
separate justification on the justification forms when renting 
other than single-engine aircraft. Justifications should be 
detailed enough to verify the stated need during postaudits. 

COMPETITIVE CONTRACTING MAY 
RESULT IN REDUCED RENTAL RATES 

FAA has overlooked the potential cost savings of competi- 
tive bidding. for aircraft rentals. GADOs generally pay the 
going rental rates even though they often rent from the same 
rental company. Regional management has done little to alter 
this situation. 

The regional office handles all contracts for GADOs. 
However, we were informed that none of the three regions we 
visited sought competitive bids in fiscal year 1980 for GAD0 
aircraft rentals. 

One region had rental contracts in 1979 but only in one 
large metropolitan area. The region's Chief of Procurement 
said that savings were possible through bidding and fixed-price 
contracts, however, the contracts had not been renewed in fiscal 
year 1980. He said that the Flight Standards Division did not 
request it. Division officials did not have an adequate reason 
for not requesting the contracts. 

In another region, an official said that he had never 
bothered to investigate the feasibility of potential cost sav- 
ings: he just assumed it would be too much work for the benefits 
derived. However, the region's contracting officer said that she 
would prefer contracts and that they would save administrative 
costs. 

We contacted 16 aircraft rental agencies frequently used 
by five district offices in one region. Fourteen of the 16 
agencies (88 percent) would consider a contract. Most rental 
agencies surveyed estimated a lo-percent cost reduction with 
a contract. 
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Based on the above, we believe that savings may be possible 
using competitively bid contracts. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Stronger managemen,t controls over the aircraft rental 
program could result in savings. There have been cases where 
aircraft were apparently misused for personal purposes. Fur- 
ther, it is often difficult to determine if aircraft are used 
for legitimate purposes because rental request justifications 
are not always detailed enough to permit thorough postaudits. 
A related problem is the fact that FAA only requires that cer- 
tain rental records be retained for 90 days. We believe FAA 
can reduce rental costs by more closely controlling rental of 
expensive twin-engine aircraft and by soliciting competitive 
bids for rental rates. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Secretary of Transportation direct the 
FAA Administrator to: 

--Provide GAD0 personnel with clear and specific guidelines 
(using examples if necessary) that define and differentiate 
between acceptable and unacceptable rental aircraft 
uses. 

--Identify the specific information necessary to perform 
thorough postaudits of rental form justification and 
revise the appropriate directives to require such 
information. 

--Seek the necessary approvals to extend the retention 
period for the Aircraft Request and Use Record (form 
4040.6). 

--Require specific justifications for selecting aircraft 
rentals other than single-engine aircraft and provide 
examples of justifications that would (and/or would not) 
be acceptable. 

--Explore the possibility of aircraft rentals through 
competitive bidding and use this method when it would 
result in cost savings to the Government. 

(341022) 
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